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MELANIE BERG
T H E  D E S I G N E R

I’ve worked as a knitwear designer for several years 

now - it’s a job I love for many reasons! One of them, 

of course, is that you can try out all different kinds 

of yarn and see how they behave in knit fabric. 

I also love playing with colors - choosing colors is 

one of the steps I enjoy most when creating a new 

design. So when The Yarn Collective approached 

me to ask if I’d like to be involved in working on a 

very new yarn, that was really tempting. Creating 

my own color palette was fun - it was a very freeing 

process, because until then I was used to choosing 

colors from an existing palette. Putting my favorite 

colorways together was very much like painting 

with my watercolors, which is something I love.

“

”
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THE YARN
P O R T L A N D  L A C E

Merino wool is famous for its richly deserved 

reputation for softness – it is luxuriously gentle on 

the skin. It reacts to changes in body temperature, 

so it is an ideal fibre to wear all year round. Our 

yarns are spun from the softest merino wool to 

create a wonderfully soft handle that is suitable 

for all types of knitting and crochet. The final spun 

thread has been plied together with just enough 

twist to prevent pilling but to allow the fabric to 

softly drape.

LENGTH:
860 M | 940 YRDS

WEIGHT:
100 G | 3.5 OZ

NEEDLE SIZE:
2MM - 2.75 MM | UK 14 - UK 12 | US 0 - US 2

CROCHET HOOK:
2MM - 2.75 MM | UK 14 - UK 11 | US 1 - US C/2

TENSION/GAUGE: 
 10CM | 4IN SQUARE = 32 - 40 STITCHES 
  
WASHING INSTRUCTIONS:  
Handle With Care |  Hand Wash 30°C | Cool Iron
Do Not Bleach | Dry Clean

100% wool

MORNING RAIN
202

 MADE IN PERU
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PORTLAND LACE
S H A D E S

A DAY IN THE WOODS
209

KEEPING BEES
206

THE MAGICIAN
208

SATURDAY NIGHT
207

DAYDREAMING
210

SHEEPISH
201

MORNING RAIN
202

PERUVIAN SKIES
203

ON THE SIDEWALK
204

WASHED DENIM
205
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CURATED BY
M E L A N I E ’ S  C O L O R  I N S P I R AT I O N

BRIGHT GREY | SHEEPISH

“We’d just been on a weekend vacation to an 

animal park and they had beautiful sheep 

there. They could move freely through their 

area in the park, along with the visitors, so 

you could walk up to them, pet them, play 

around with them... I loved their bright color - it 

reminds me of the colorway in this skein.”

BLUE-ISH STEEL GREY | WASHED DENIM

“What’s the color of your very favorite pair of jeans? 

Mine look just like this!”

DARK PETROL | A DAY IN THE WOODS

“I love inline skating! There’s forests near our town, 

with miles and miles of trails that are just perfect 

for skating. So put some music on your ears and 

get going... you’ll discover all shades of green as you 

pass through the woods.”

MUSTARD | KEEPING BEES

“I love honey! The art of making it, its smell and 

taste, and of course the colorway! Also, it goes 

together perfectly with all kinds of grey, which is 

the color my wardrobe mainly consists of.”
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MEDIUM GREY #1 | MORNING RAIN

“Sitting at the window, looking out into the pouring 

rain... having a coffee on the windowpane and 

filling the pages of my diary.”

DARK GREY | ON THE SIDEWALK

“Looking down to your feet as you walk through 

your hometown. The pavements are dark and wet 

from the rain.”

DARK RICH PURPLE | THE MAGICIAN

“This colorway is so deep and rich - it’s mysterious 

and promising. Just like a game of Tarot cards.”

HOT PINK | SATURDAY NIGHT

“Nothing but fun! Hanging with your friends, 

listening to your favorite music, going out to dance...”

MEDIUM GREY #2 | PERUVIAN SKIES

“This is actually the name of a song by Dream 

Theater, one of my favorite bands! It has this 

beautiful intro, very mesmerizing, very melodic. I 

love it! As I’ve never been to Peru, I’ve always asked 

myself what Peruvian Skies actually look like. I 

imagine at dawn, they must be dark and rich. 

I wanted to capture this image with my colorway.”

LIME GREEN | DAYDREAMING

“I was sitting with my watercolors, just doodling the 

day away... this was the color I was magically drawn 

to that day.”
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THE YARN
D Y E  T E C H N I Q U E S

Kettle dyeing techniques have been used to create 

Melanie Berg’s vision of subtle, blended shades of 

mysterious tones of dark, medium, blue steel and 

bright shades of greys. These are complemented 

by bright vibrant shades of hot pink, lime green, 

rich purple, mustard and dark petrol.  The skill of 

the dyer is paramount in kettle dyeing, as they 

immerse the skeins into dye baths, adding different 

colours to create the heady tonal shades. 

Once dyed, the hanks are steamed to set the colour 

then rinsed and softened, allowed to dry, and then 

sent to the packing house to be shaped into final 

skeins, labelled and packed. 

KETTLE DYEING

TIP 

Not all hand-dyed yarns flash or pool. 

Flashing and pooling occurs when a colour 

knits up in the same area row after row, 

causing a big puddle or flash of colour. To 

avoid pooling, alternate each from between 

two balls of the same shade of yarn. 
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PATTERN DESIGN
I N S P I R AT I O N  &  P R O C E S S E S

Inspiration for me usually starts with the yarn! 

I need to see the yarn, to hold it in my hand. 

What does it look like? Is it heavy, or lightweight? 

How does the colorway appear in daylight when 

you turn the skein in your hands? 

I know that I wanted to use two strands held 

double, and Washed Denim is one of my favorite 

colors from my palette. I chose a pattern that 

uses garter stitch on one side and a beautiful lace 

pattern on the other to showcase how this yarn 

works for both. The hand-dye effect adds a certain 

depth to the pattern which is just lovely!

The pattern is called Secretkeeper, for sometimes 

knitting can feel like weaving in little secrets into 

the fabric as you go. Thoughts that you won’t share 

with anyone, just with your knitting...

INSTAGRAM @ MAIRLYND

“

”
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SECRETKEEPER
L A C E  S H A W L

YOU WILL NEED

YARN
 | Portland Lace

•   x 3 Skeins in Washed Denim | 205      
with yarn held in double

TOOLS
•   3.5 MM | UK 5 - UK 6 | US 4 Knitting Needles
•   x 1 Stitch marker

SIZES

FINAL MEASUREMENTS
290 x 200 x 130 | CM
114 x 78½ x 51  | INCH

FIND THE PATTERN HERE
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LOVE THE YARN COLLECTIVE?
B E  T H E  F I R S T  T O  K N O W  W H AT ’ S  C O M I N G  N E X T

To find out more about the yarn and designers involved in The Yarn Collective make sure you visit 
www.theyarncollective.com

Sign up to our twitter, instagram and facebook to be the first to learn about the amazing, new designers joining the collective soon...
#TheYarnCollective

OUR MISSION

By bringing together 
the skill of the dyers, 
the sourcing of the 
finest fibers, modern 
designers and 
amazing crafters, we 
can all play our part in 
keeping our industry 
FRESH, RELEVANT & 
THRIVING.


